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Astronomy Vocabulary List  

TERM DEFINITION

1.   planet A large body that orbits a star and reflects its 
light.

2.  meteor The bright trail of a piece of space dust or rock as 
it enters the atmosphere of a planet.

3.   moon A natural body orbiting a planet.

4.   comet A frozen chunk of ice and dust that orbits a star 
and releases a cloud of gas and dust when near 
enough to the star’s heat.

5.   star An immense ball of gas which produces vast amounts 
of heat and light.

6.   solar system A star and everything that is held in orbit around it 
by the pull of its gravity.

7.   nebula A cloud of gas or dust in space.

8.   galaxy A collection of hundreds of billions of stars and 
other materials such as gas and dust all held 
together by gravity.

9.   Local Group A cluster of galaxies of which our Milky Way Galaxy 
is a member.

10.  universe Everything that exists.

11.   meteorite A chunk of rock from space that lands on the 
surface of a planet or moon.

12.  asteroid A rocky object, smaller than a planet, orbiting a 
star.

13.   pulsar A star made of neutrons that emits radio waves in 
rapid, very regular pulses or beats.

14.   black hole A tiny bit of space into which a huge amount of 
material is packed.  Its gravity is too strong for 
anything, even light, to escape.

15.   supercluster Collections of smaller galaxy clusters like our Local 
Group.  We belong to the Virgo Supercluster, which 
has at least 5000 galaxies and is 100 million light 
years wide.

16.   quasar A very distant galaxy with a center that shines much 
more brightly than the rest of the galaxy.

17.   gravity The force of attraction that pulls elements 
together or toward a point.

18.   heat The force of creation that releases energy as it 
transforms elements.

19.   wind The force of dispersal that carries elements and 
energy to new places.

20.  water The force of organization that combines elements 
into living things.


